
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

 

Smith & Wesson® Releases New 
M&P®22 MAGNUM Designed with 

TEMPO™ Barrel System 
 

 

SPRINGFIELD, MA., (7/11/2023) – Smith & 

Wesson Brands, Inc. (NASDAQ Global Select: 

SWBI), a leader in firearm manufacturing and 

design, today announces the release of the new 

M&P22 MAGNUM pistol, chambered in 22 WMR. 

This latest addition to the M&P series is all about 

bringing more. More capacity, more reliability, and 

more features. Its internal hammer-fired design, 

paired with the TEMPO gas-operated barrel 

system, keeps components locked in place until 

the bullet passes the gas port, increasing 

performance. With a staggering 30-round 

capacity, the full-size polymer frame M&P22 

MAGNUM ships with two magazines so you can 

spend less time reloading and more time training. It comes with a fiber optic front sight, black 

notched rear sight, and is optics-ready, allowing you to direct-mount most of the popular micro red 

dots available today. 

“The M&P22 MAGNUM combines the best features of our internal hammer fire control system with 

the patented TEMPO barrel design, creating a smooth operating experience for the shooter. The 22 

WMR is a versatile and field-savvy cartridge that has been a legacy among American shooters, 

hunters, and trappers for decades. Smith & Wesson is proud to offer a new pistol that further 

supports the use of this cartridge outdoors or on the range,” said John Myles, Senior Manager of 

New Products. 

The M&P22 MAGNUM is fully ambidextrous, has a 4.35-inch stainless steel barrel with Armornite® 

finish, includes a flat-face trigger, and Picatinny-style rail for mounting accessories. This pistol is 

proudly made in the U.S.A. and has an MSRP of $649.00. 

 

GET MORE - with the new M&P22 MAGNUM. For more information visit www.smith-wesson.com.  

 

To stay up to date on all the latest news and events, be sure to follow Smith & Wesson on 

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
For Media Inquiries: 
Dave O'Connor 
Media - Partnership Relations Manager 
media@smith-wesson.com 
 
About Smith & Wesson Brands, Inc.  
Smith & Wesson Brands, Inc. (NASDAQ Global Select: SWBI) is a U.S.-based leader in firearm 
manufacturing and design, delivering a broad portfolio of quality handgun, long gun, and suppressor 
products to the global consumer and professional markets under the iconic Smith & Wesson® and 
Gemtech® brands. The company also provides manufacturing services including forging, machining, 
and precision plastic injection molding services. For more information call (844) 363-5386 or visit 
smith-wesson.com. 
 
Smith & Wesson, M&P, and TEMPO names and logos are trademarks of Smith & Wesson Inc. in the 
United States and other countries. © 2023 Smith & Wesson Brands, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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